
HORNED ALMIGHTY – IT’S IN OUR NATURE TO DESTROY OURSELVES 

One of black metal's most prolific bands combining a Motörhead rock 'n roll attitude with 

the blackness of Darkthrone, must be Danish outfit Horned Almighty. It took a little bit 

longer as usual for this motley crew to come up with a successor for 2014's "World of 

tombs", but now that “To fathom the master’s grand design” is unleashed upon mankind, 

the quartet strikes back with its best record to date. Vocalist S. and guitarist Hellpig shed 

some light on the process leading up to the new record. (JOKKE)   
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Hi guys. Good to hear once again from Horned Almighty. It’s been six years since the release 

of “World of tombs”. What have you been up to in the meantime? 

Hellpig: Oh, time flies when you’re having fun. Life happens. We’re all pretty old men by now, 

so we have other responsibilities. But the fire to create sulphurous and violent metal is always 

there, even though the time is sparse. We have spent quite a lot of time writing for the new 

album and we have also done a few shows during this period, so we have never been on a 

hiatus, things just went more slow than earlier. 
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In fact, the first four records were all released in a two years cycle. Between “Necro 

spirituals” and “World of tombs” lies a four year gap and now it took six year to release “To 

fathom the master’s grand design”. Does it become more difficult with each record to find 

inspiration and write music? 

Hellpig: At an early stage, we kind of painted ourselves into a corner with the style we were 

comfortable with. After 3-4 albums with this limited scope, style-wise, it became increasingly 

difficult to come up with things that sounded fresh within these confines. That is absolutely 

one of the reasons you hear us expanding on the soundscape, beginning actually already on 

“Necro spirituals”, to a larger degree on “World of tombs”, and we have taken it to many new 

places on the new album, within the shallow confines of our style. This is by no means us going 

Rush or psychedelic, but we have certainly done things on the new album, with regard to both 

arrangements and riffs, that we have not done before.  
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I always identified Horned Almighty as a very energetic black ‘n roll band. On “World of 

tombs” you started to inject your sound with some thrash and punk influences and on the 

new record I also hear a lot of death metal in the faster parts and doom in the slower parts.  

Hellpig: We had the thrash and punk elements from the get-go if you ask me, but you are right. 

We are all from a musical background deeply rooted in late eighties/early nineties death and 

thrash metal. Deicide, Bolt Thrower, Dark Angel, Massacre, Malevolent Creation … earlier on 

we were more strict about the influences we let into our music. FUCKING DARKTHRONE AND 

MOTORHEAD … nothing else. As stated above, to keep things interesting, mostly for ourselves, 

we have expanded our sound, although in an extremely conservative manner. 
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Looking at some of your song titles, the fall and demise of humankind seems to be some 

kind of general theme on “To fathom the master’s grand design”. With natural disasters 

such as the catastrophic fires in Australia or political drama such as the nuclear threats by 

Iran, I sometimes wonder if there is a future left for our children (especially since I’m 

becoming a father soon). Which events fueled the lyrical perspective on the new album and 

do you think there is a chance we can turn the tide of humanity’s self-destruction?  

S: The album is a mere representation of cruelty and demise in a historical perspective and 

offers insight to various phenomenons and historical events, which led to the death of 

thousands of people, for various reasons. Some of which lessons could be learnt and some 

which were and still are inevitable. Humanity is the biggest threat to this globe, and we will 

eventually all be a part of the grand design… 
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The violent nature of man has been tamed throughout the history of humanity, through 

enlightenment and evolution. With a population close to 8 billion, it is quite an effort that so 

many live in peace with each other. But the foundation is frail and there are many aspects 

which triggers the capability of conducting violence. Oppression, superiority, dogmas, race 

and to this day and age religion are some of the largest incitements for antagonism between 

men. All though tamed, it is a part of mankind’s nature, unavoidable and inevitable - it is in 

our nature to destroy ourselves! 
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One of the events that inspired to this thesis was the eruption of the Tambora volcano in 1815, 

which led to a series of worldwide events, such as hunger, floods and drought, causing millions 

to succumb due to this particular event. I delved deeper into the matter and eventually this 

became the lyrical background for the song “Apocalyptic Wrath”. Inspired by the massive scale 

of this natural disaster, I started to explore other historical events resulting in the massive 

demise of men and came to the theory of a stronger force pursuing the destruction of man – 

either through the forces of nature or through the violent nature of mankind itself… 

The cover artwork becomes more clear now! 

S: The cover is indeed a combination of the themes from the album - the eruption of Tambora, 

earthquakes, tsunamis, plague, war etc. I made a draft of how I envisioned the artwork and 

afterwards it was painted by a very talented artist called Ahot.  
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For the second time in a row, your new album is being released through Scarlet Record. This 

Italian label is mostly known for releasing Italian bands and power, symphonic or 

progressive metal. You’re definitely the most extreme band on the label. Do you think it’s 

better to be different from the other label artists rather than being just one of the many 

bands in the same genre? 

S: Yes and no, there are obvious pros and cons of choosing this. Yes, we are the most extreme 

act signed and therefor stand out compared to the others. No, because the label is specialized 

in the other genres and knows their ways of promoting this. Scarlet offered the best deal for 

the new album and we were satisfied with the work they did with “World of tombs”, that’s 

the main reason. In a market flooded by releases, there are several paths to choose when it 

comes to releasing music, but we’re old school and prefers a physical label who knows their 

agenda... 

For the vinyl release, you had to work with Danish label Strange Aeon Records. So I guess 

Scarlet Records doesn’t offer vinyl. Are you happy how the label supports Horned Almighty? 

Hellpig: Scarlet does do vinyl, but that was not part of the deal. It wasn’t on the last one either. 

Yes, certainly happy with the collaboration. Labels, especially smaller ones face the same 

obstacles smaller bands do nowadays; Getting noticed in the barrage of shit music and other 

meaningless noise out there … Strange Aeons is co-headed by our former guitarist Quentin, 

and he actually also both recorded, engineered, mixed and mastered the album. He must have 

liked the songs, because he heard the album 1 million times during the process, so presumably 

that’s it. He also did one hell of a job mixing the album, so I guess that helps a bit also. 
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You seem to have abandoned corpse paint for promotional pictures? Doesn’t it fit anymore 

with Horned Almighty anno 2020? 

Hellpig: The corpse paint is still part of the ritual of playing live for us. It helps us find that 

“other” persona that just wants to set the world on fire and kick everyone in the head. As for 

dressing up for press  photos, we’re done with that. 

 

Compared to Norway, Sweden and Finland, Denmark has always been less in the spotlights 

when talking about black metal. I think most black metal-fans would find it rather difficult 

to sum up 10 Danish black metal-bands. Which Danish black metal bands do you consider 

the best and also the most important one for the development of your home country’s 

scene?  

Hellpig: Mercyful Fate, Samhain, Denial of God, Apollyon … Ad Noctum were great. The pre-

Horned Almighty band Mareridt from back in the mid-nineties as well. Nowadays …  no idea! 

The past few years, Copenhagen’s Korpsånd Circle seems to inject the Danish black metal-

scene with a lot of – in my opinion – great new bands. Are you in contact with these younger 

fellow countrymen and what are your thoughts on this movement?  

Hellpig: No thoughts really... 

Will we get a chance to see Horned Almighty in Belgium and Holland in support of “To 

fathom the master’s grand design”? Would be great to have you on the line-up of Throne 

Fest. 

Hellpig: We actually played Throne Fest in 2011 on our European tour with Glorior Belli … 

would be great to come back. Kick the booker in the nuts, and tell him/her to bring us down. 

This interview was published on Addergebroed on January 17, 2020. 


